The difference between heresy and error (pt 1)
1 John has its fair share of verses aimed at the false teaching threatening John ’s
readers. There’s been plenty of advice, and in particular calls to be discerning. So
how do we work out what is right, what is wrong, what is mere error and what is
damnable heresy?
Like a triage nurse who has to work out what sort of medical emergency is taking
place and the seriousness of the issue, we also need to have a theological triage.
With a bit of help from Albert Mohler (president of Southern Baptist Theological
Seminary) here are some thoughts:
We begin with first-level theological issues which are those doctrines and beliefs
which are essential and critical to the Christian faith. A denial of these doctrines
represents nothing less than an eventual denial of Christianity itself. First level
issues include doctrines concerning the Trinity, the authority of the scriptures, the
full deity and humanity of Jesus, and justification by faith (to name a few). Any
charges to these doctrines, or denials of them, fundamentally alter the nature of the
gospel message.
Second order issues include doctrines and beliefs which are important but do not
alter the fundamental gospel message. The weight of these issues should not cause
Christians to question the salvation of other Christians, but they do impact the
fellowship of believers. One typical example of this is the debate over infant vs
adult baptism.
Third order issues are doctrines over which Christians may disagree and remain in
close fellowship—even within local congregations. A common example of this
would be matters of eschatology —the sequence and events during the ‘End Times’.
Christians can disagree on these matters, even sharply, but remain in true
fellowship with each other as they stand together on first order matters.
Part of growing in discernment is to not only grow in familiarity with what scripture
teaches on these matters, but to also understand the value that scripture places
upon them. This helps us avoid a further error in which all disagreements are
elevated to first order matters, and also help us understand that the way in which a
disagreement is framed may reveal more serious matters underlying them (as a
controversial example: arguments for women pastors, a second order issue, may
reveal a disdain for the authority of scripture, a first order issue).
Space restricts further discussion on this —so over to you! How would you rate your
understanding of Biblical doctrines? And do you think you presently understand
enough to discern not only what the issues are but also how they are argued?
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services. Find out more about us at www.slechurch.org.au.
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6. Responding to Hate and Lies with Love and Truth [1 John 3:13-4:6]
1. Introduction: The World vs. Christians (3:13)

3. Responding to the World’s Lies with Truth (3:19-4:6)
a. Divinely assured hearts (3:19-24)

2. Responding to the World’s Hate with Christian Love (3:14-18)
a. Love: the mark of life (14-15)

b. Discerning truth (4:1-6)

b. Look Love: the model of Christ (16-18)
4. Conclusion

